The Proven Solution of Tank Wagon & Fleet-Fueling Technology

PDI/Symbology
Service more customers in less time

Tank wagons can make multiple stops per day, resulting in piles of paperwork, time lost to route planning, the chance of cross drops or even worse, fuel theft.

Eliminate paperwork
Ensure proper fuel delivery
Real-time inventory level

“Thanks to Symbology, my team has eliminated the paperwork, and fueling more trucks per hour. Symbology is just good for business.”

- PDI Symbology Customer, Florida
Symbology’s product accounting software includes:

- SQL Database with reporting software stores information about your clients, their vehicles or tanks, your drivers and your delivery trucks
- Intuitive user interface—easy to enter and maintain information in the data tables
- Numerous reports to manage the delivery process

Symbology is a data capture system that helps to maximize asset utilization and interfaces with Ascend

- Download route information (client ID’s, vehicle ID’s, etc.) to the truck computers from an office PC via radio frequency

- Utilizing a barcode scanning hand-held computer, drivers scan vehicle or tank barcodes which verify that the proper fuel type is selected (if a proper match is not made, a safety valve remains closed and fuel cannot be pumped).

- Driver records each fueling transaction on a handheld scanner and the information is used to keep a running inventory of fuel on the truck.

- Every scan, transaction, and drop are recorded and the information is sent directly back to Ascend.